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WHAT IS NYAN HEROES?
Nyan Heroes is a AAA play-and-earn third person shooter (TPS) built on the Solana
blockchain. In Nyan Heroes, you play as a Nyan cat piloting a Guardian Mech set in
a futuristic world where elements of fantasy and science fiction intertwine.
Players will be able to enjoy a variety of gameplay modes. Match up with a group of
friends or two other random players in our 60-person, PvP style battle royale
tournament. Our long-term vision for the game will allow you team up with a group
of friends and fight enemies in an immersive PvE open world experience. By
simply playing the game, players will automatically participate in our player-based
economy by collecting tokens as rewards for defeating enemies, winning battles, or
eventually, completing quests.
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VISION
Nyan Heroes is an ambitious project that sits at the intersection of gaming,
technology, and community. Our vision is to pioneer a sustainable framework for the
future of blockchain gaming.
First and foremost, we aim to provide a high quality gaming experience through
thoughtful design and implementation of core gaming principles and world/narrative building. Our gaming experience will be supported by a player-centric
economy design, where our focus is on sustainability and scalability, rather than
‘ponzinomics’ or ‘pumponomics’. To accomplish this, we are architecting a
dual-token economy with an in-game stable token to further facilitate these
principles. The result of these efforts will be a rich gaming experience, backed by a
fair, sustainable in-game economy, that players deeply enjoy, regardless of skill or
investment.
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MISSION
Our mission is to save 1 billion cats. We are extremely passionate about animal
welfare and will be donating a portion of all our proceeds and revenue to animal
charities as we build. To date, we have raised more than $250,000 USD for animal
charities and will continue to work closely with animal welfare organizations around
the world as we grow.
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GAMEPLAY
LORE
Nekovia was once the greatest civilization ever known in the metaverse. It was an
ancient civilization filled with myth and legend, yet plagued by wars, rebellions, and
treachery.
After a millennia of turmoil and destruction, a technological breakthrough became
Nekovia’s salvation and path to peace. Nekovia’s engineers had discovered how to
harness a new type of energy from Nekovia’s natural resources, eventually using it
to power great machines that advanced their civilization technologically. This evolution of technological power allowed the Nyans to expand their reach, which they
used to strike fear into their enemies and rule their surrounding neighbors. After
centuries of forced peace, wealth and technological advancement, its citizens, the
Nyans, began to see themselves as Gods of not just their own world, but the entire
universe. Progress was made at the cost of sustainability, and Nekovia’s natural resources were depleted until there was nothing left. The organization responsible for
driving this progress - Starlight Corporation.
Some say that the Corruption was a side effect from the pollution of the world.
Others say that it was the will of the Gods. But what we know now is that Mother
Nature’s revenge was swift and deadly. All over the world, the Corruption spread
and took hold of Nekovia, infecting its citizens and its machinery and turning them
into Elementals. These giant twisted nightmarish creatures overran the entire civilization in just three days, and the casualties sustained by Nekovia were immense.
That calamity took place just over a year ago.
Today, Nekovia stands on the brink of extinction. Its remaining hope at
preserving life is in a handful of underground survivors who continue to fight on.
This is their genesis story.
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GAME MODES
Nyan Heroes is a third person shooter that spans across multiple genres of
gameplay. The game is designed to provide our players with a wide range of
activities depending on their player archetypes. Nyan Heroes will be comprised of
PvP, PvE, and social elements of gameplay.
Our game modes include:
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•

Battle Royale

•

Open World MMO

•

Virtual World
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1.

BATTLE ROYALE

One of the game modes of Nyan Heroes will feature a third-person battle royale set
around the post-cataclysmic civilization of Nekovia. The map itself will feature an
array of spectacular environments including overgrown forests, barren wastelands,
toxic marshlands, and an array of mountainous terrain all centered around the map’s
key landmark, the ruined central metropolis of Nekovia.
Prior to starting the match, players will have the option to queue up as an
individual or join a team of three. Players that queue as individuals will automatically
be placed in a randomized team as the default setting unless they elect to play solo
prior to the match start. Choose wisely and pay special attention to your teammates’
loadouts. The key to victory is bringing a balanced team composition. The benefit
of owning multiple Nyans and their Guardians is the ability you have to combine
different NFTs in order to find the strongest team composition for battle.
Just like many battle royale games, players will jump from a mechcraft and land at a
location of their choosing on the map. Whilst players will immediately have access
to their abilities upon landing, it is encouraged to immediately prioritize finding an
advanced primary and secondary weapon. These weapons can be found scattered
across the map, either sitting in plain sight or hiding inside of supply crates. There
are many different types of weapons available and it will be up to the player to
decide which combination is best suited to complement their Guardian’s abilities.
As you fight, you will find yourself coming across mana crystals, which will level
up the Guardian’s abilities during the match. We’ve designed our leveling system
to discourage players from camping or sniping, as this tactic will result in a lack of
acquired mana crystals, thereby putting players that choose those strategies at a
disadvantage in the later portions of the match.
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Battle Royale [ continued ]

Be the last to survive the map and eliminate your opponents to win the game and
earn rewards.
Rewards available include:
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•

$NYN

•

$CTNP

•

Guardian Cores -

•

Nyan Cores -

•

Weapon Cores -

combine with $CTNP to mint a new Primary/Secondary Weapon

•

Guardian Parts -

combine these with $CTNP to level up your Guardian

•

Weapon Parts -

combine these with $CTNP to level up your Weapon

•

Raw materials -

combine these with $CTNP to create consumable items

•

Mystic Dust -

•

Achievements

combine these with $CTNP to mint a new Guardian

combine these with $CTNP to mint a new Nyan

collect this with $CTNP to exchange for cosmetic upgrades to your weapons/parts
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2.

OPEN WORLD ADVENTURE

Play PvE through our adventure mode as you and your Nyan battle fierce foes to
slowly make your way back to Nekovia. Take on a combination of main quests and
side quests to level up your characters and test new skills. For new players, this will
be a good way to familiarize yourself with our game mechanics. However, be prepared as the difficulty increase will catch you off guard if you are unprepared!
Play through our open world adventure to earn rewards including:
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•

EXP

•

$NYN

•

$CTNP

•

Guardian Cores -

•

Nyan Cores -

•

Weapon Cores -

combine with $CTNP to mint a new Primary/Secondary Weapon

•

Guardian Parts -

combine these with $CTNP to level up your Guardian

•

Weapon Parts -

combine these with $CTNP to level up your Weapon

•

Raw materials -

combine these with $CTNP to create consumable items

•

Mystic Dust -

•

Achievements

combine these with $CTNP to mint a new Guardian

combine these with $CTNP to mint a new Nyan

collect this with $CTNP to exchange for cosmetic upgrades to your weapons/parts
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3.

GUILDS

After either creating your own Guild or joining another, you will gain access to a
variety of Guild specific activities in Nyan Heroes.
Guilds will provide access to additional in-game quests normally not available.
These can be completed solo or in a group. Rewards will be distributed to the
participants as well as a small percentage going to the Guild itself.
Guilds will also be able to run their own marketplaces in-game. Larger and
stronger guilds will be more likely to have rare items and higher trading volumes in
their marketplace. Guild masters will be able to set their own trading fees for their
marketplace as well as capture a portion of the in-game marketplace revenue for
their guild.
4.

CO-OP RAIDS

Raids will also become available as development progresses. In a raid, many
party members will need to combine their efforts in order to defeat raid bosses.
Proceed with caution, as raids will be exceedingly difficult should you not bring
enough members. But should you survive, the rewards of victory will be extremely
valuable and rare.
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5.

VIRTUAL WORLD

As a metaverse project, we are also creating spaces within our open world mode
for our community to hang out and interact with one another. These instances can
be purely social as hangouts, or they can be done for roleplaying purposes. For
instance, players who focus on PvE and farming can become merchants or shop
owners and interact with other players or customers, same as our IRL world
economy. The options are limitless and the choice is entirely up to the player.
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GUARDIAN CLASSES
Using the power of Guardian Cores, each Nyan can call forth a Guardian. Guardians
are a mighty ally in the fight against the Elementals. Every Guardian is different and
when summoned, will be assigned unique mech parts.
Guardians will be classified into nine different classes, each with their own unique
abilities to deploy in battle.
In addition, Guardians will be bestowed three additional subparts at random
upon mint:
•

Arm attachment

•

Helmet attachment

•

Back attachment

These subparts will each represent a unique sub-ability for that Guardian and will
give our players unlimited possibilities when it comes to owning a unique character.
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The eight current Guardian classes are:

1.

Fighter

A balanced Guardian with average speed and
health. The Fighter class excels at a mix of
frontline and attack and is able to sustain
damage for a short period of time. Use the
Fighter to take out a high value target before
retreating to the backlines.

2.

Tank

The proverbial meatshield. Slow to move, but this
Guardian can take a hit! The Tank is the most resilient Guardian class and has the strongest ability to take on damage. Use the Tank to withstand
the strongest enemy attacks, provide cover for
your DPS units, or to distract your enemies while
your Assassin or Sniper move to kill.

3.

ASSASSIN

Fast but fragile! This Guardian does not
want to be seen on the frontlines of any
battle. Instead, they must sneak and
use cover to eliminate high priority targets from behind. Use the Assassin for
stealth missions and to avoid the eyes
of your enemies.

4.

SNIPER

Another fast yet fragile class, the Sniper
would do well to avoid direct fire with
the enemy. Armed with a high powered
rifle, the Sniper class excels in taking
out high priority mobile targets with a
single shot, or at least forcing them to
retreat and heal. Typically will synergize with abilities that allow this class
to reach high ground.
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5.

MEDIC

The only Guardian that has high
speed and survivability. Your one
goal is to move around the battlefield and keep your team members
alive. The Medic is more sturdy than
an Assassin and Scout, but finding
yourself on the frontlines would
most likely result in your demise.

6.

SCOUT

Fast and fragile, these Guardians
are experts at scouting a new area
and alerting your team of potential
enemies, traps and other dangers.
Use the Scout to spy on your enemies and plot your next moves.

7.

MECHANIC

Slower and built like a tank, this
Guardian would rather have his
machines do all the dirty work for
him. The Mechanic is able to set up
sentries, traps, and other gadgets,
making this Guardian a menace to
deal with without a Scout.

8.

SOLDIER

The Soldier is a well-balanced Guardian that aims to jump into fights and
disrupt the enemy’s senses. This
is the only class of Guardian that is
not an NFT. Use the Soldier to engage in close and mid-range battles
with your enemies. Soldiers will be
provided for free to new players that
join the game.
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Technology for Guardian fusion is available should adventurers
desire a stronger Guardian. Two base Guardian Mechs can be deconstructed via expenditure of $NYN/$CTNP and reconstructed to
create a single improved Guardian. More specific fusion details will
be released in a later iteration of this whitepaper.
NYAN HEROES PASS: GENESIS NYAN NFT S
The Nyan Heroes Pass is a collection of 11,111 of the final remaining
Genesis Nyans in the fight for Nekovia. They are the last of their
kind and are, therefore, are one of a kind. Because of this uniqueness and scarcity, they will forever hold value in the Nyan Heroes
ecosystem. Our Genesis NFTs will provide a multitude of benefits
and rewards to our holders. Each Genesis holder will receive:
•

[ COMMON ]

Access to 2 Genesis Guardian NFT airdrops
•

These are our in-game playable characters. Owning a

[ UNCOMMON ]

Genesis Guardian gives players an unparalleled
advantage for yield generation in the game compared
to non-Genesis Guardians
•

Staking: By holding and staking your Genesis NFTs, you
will get access to various in-game NFT items as well as
$CTNP, our in-game token

•

A variety of limited edition airdrops including cosmetic
items, in-game items, battle passes, and loot boxes

•

Early access to beta tests

•

Early access to land presales

•

Access to NyanDAO, a community based DAO initiative

[ RARE ]

focused on growing the ecosystem while also offering its
own unique DAO benefits to active community members
•

A limited edition PFP which can be used as your in-game
account avatar

•

[ ULTRA RARE ]

The right to create your own Genesis origin story for your
character

Genesis Nyans will come in various rarities, ranging from common
to legendary. The drop rates are as follows:
46% - Common

7% - Ultra rare

29% - Uncommon

4% - Legendary

14% - Rare
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Nyan Heroes Pass: Genesis Nyan NFTs [ continued ]

At a certain point in time, we will take a snapshot of every wallet that holds a
Genesis Nyan NFT. These wallets will be airdropped a token that will allow
holders to mint two Genesis Guardians for free. We will be announcing the date of this
snapshot leading up to our Guardian drop. Stay tuned! Owners who own multiple
Nyans will be given multiple tokens.
Genesis Guardians will also have different rarities, ranging from common to
legendary. For Genesis Nyan holders, the rarity of a minted Guardian will
correspond to the rarity of the Nyans they hold. For instance, a holder of a legendary
Genesis Nyan will be able to claim legendary Genesis Guardians while the holder of a
common Genesis Nyan will be able to claim common Genesis Guardians.
Legendary Genesis Guardians cannot be minted via normal means in-game, and
thus will be incredibly limited and scarce.
Players who play our game using a Genesis Guardian will receive an increased
amount of $CTNP and rewards for their activities. Players who are free players
who do not own a Guardian NFT will still receive $CTNP and other rewards for their
activities, but in lesser amounts. The amount of $CTNP and rewards that players
receive will scale with the rarity of the Guardian. While we are still defining the
specific reward rates for each Guardian class, we will be rewarding Genesis
Guardian owners with a large stake of our incentives due to their early adoption.
Free players will also receive rewards, however, they should expect to receive a
substantially lower reward rate.
Free players are able to progress in the game and have the ability to eventually
earn their way to minting a Guardian NFT, which will increase their reward rates. The
standard Guardian NFT will not be treated equally with the Genesis Guardian NFTs,
which will have the highest reward rates in the game.
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MARKETPLACE
Using $CTNP, players will be able to buy or sell items through our open marketplace
in the form of trading. This will form the foundation of our player-based economy.
Players can trade a limitless amount of items including but not limited to:
•

Guardians

•

Guardian parts

•

Nyans

•

Weapon parts

•

Weapons

•

Raw materials

•

Cosmetic skins

•

Crafted items

•

Guardian cores

•

Consumables

•

Nyan cores

•

Buildings

•

Weapon cores

•

Decorative items

In addition to trading, players will have the ability to loan out items to other
players in return for a share of the value earned by the borrowing player. These
rental agreements will be in-game features and the payouts will be automated,
allowing individuals or groups with limited infrastructure or time to still be able to
manage a large number of rentals simultaneously.
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LAND
The entire metaverse in Nyan Heroes will be subdivided into subterranean land plots
with a central genesis region surrounded by outer regions. Land plots closer to the
central genesis region will be valued higher. Land plots on the outskirts and further
from the central genesis will be valued lower.
Land, particularly central land, will have a limited supply in Nekovia. Once all land
parcels have been distributed, there will be no more land available unless someone
decides to sell their land plot. Owning a plot of land provides numerous benefits to
the holder as described below.
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GUILDS
A small guild can be created by anyone. However, expanding that guild requires the
Guild Master to purchase a plot of land. In doing so, not only does the total capacity
of the guild increase, but the access of the Guild to certain activities and events
will also increase. Guilds will typically gain access to additional quests including
time-specific events, raids, and missions that would otherwise not be available.
Guilds will also be able to build various structures on their land, including
marketplaces, job boards, shops, repair centers, and more. By having a large
active guild in a central part of Nekovia, your land will provide increased foot traffic
for visitors who may wish to interact with your various stores or trading posts. The
more traffic and interactions your guild receives, the more commissions you receive
overall, which will allow you to expand your guild further. If your guild owns the
largest in-game marketplace in Nekovia, the rewards will be bountiful for you and
your friends. In addition, the guild itself sets their own fees in our free, open-world
marketplace.

YIELD GENERATION
As each parcel of land corresponds to an area of the map in our open world game
mode, various resources can be harvested passively as the game is played. These
resources include items from mining, farming, harvesting etc, but also include land
specific resources unable to be obtained elsewhere.

ADVERTISING
Owning land in areas of high foot traffic in game may also be used for
advertising purposes if deemed appropriate according to the games’ boundaries and
guidelines. This includes advertising for in-game guilds, shops, and also real world
clients and brands.
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ROADMAP
OCT’21 // COMPLETED

WEB PORTAL RELEASE
REVEAL

OCT’21 // COMPLETED

GENESIS NFT PRIVATE SALE
NOV’21 // COMPLETED

NFT DROP/SALE

SEED ROUND RAISE
INVESTMENTS

NOV’21 // COMPLETED

GENESIS NFT PUBLIC SALE
DEC’21 // COMPLETED

EXPEDITIONS

NFT DROP/SALE

[ STAKING FOR $CTNP ]
TOKEN

Q4’21 // COMPLETED

MINI WEBSITE UPDATE
Q4’21 // COMPLETED

REVEAL

TEAM EXPANSION ANNOUNCEMENT
REVEAL

Q1’22 // COMPLETED

WEB PORTAL OVERHAUL
Q2’22 // COMPLETED

REVEAL

CINEMATIC TRAILER
REVEAL

Q3’22 // ON TIME

FIRST GUARDIAN MECH DROP
Q1’23

NFT DROP/SALE

GAME PROTOTYPE
GAME

Q2’23

LAND PRE-SALES
Q3’23

NFT DROP/SALE

PUBLIC IDO
TOKEN

Q3’23

DEX/CEX LISTING
Q3’23

TOKEN

$NYN STAKING BEGINS
TOKEN

Q3’23

SECOND GURADIAN MECH DROP
Q3’23

NFT DROP/SALE

GAME RELEASE (ALPHA)
GAME

Q1’24

IN-HOUSE MARKETPLACE
NFT DROP/SALE
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LEADERSHIP
MAX FU

[ CO-FOUNDER + CEO ] Twitter //

LinkedIn

Max is a visionary builder with considerable experience in multiple
areas of business. As the COO of a digital media studio for 8 years,
he ran operations, strategy and product development, and has led
multiple teams to execute at a high level. He is an expert at
building digital communities and has grown audiences of +30M
followers across multiple platforms.
Max is a web3 native with 5 years of experience in the blockchain
industry as an investor and analyst of various protocols focusing on
infrastructure, scaling solutions and DeFi. He is a long-term bull when it comes to blockchain
technology, and sees blockchain and NFT gaming as the only way forward in the future.
He is a passionate gamer at heart and has been gaming since he was young. Favorite genres
are FPS, strategy RPGs and MMOs. He also has several years experience as the director, lead
designer, and project manager of his own game studio, based in the Roblox metaverse.
Max has a degree in Medicine and Surgery and was a Senior Surgical Resident prior to his
journey into the digital space.

WENGIE/WRAYA

[ CO-FOUNDER + CMO ] Twitter // LinkedIn

WRAYA is an influencer with a combined following of 30M followers across all social platforms and recently has transitioned into an
Artist/Musician. Building communities is her passion and talent. She
has a deep interest in all things blockchain and is a fanatical cat
lover. WRAYA has a degree in accounting and business, and has years
of experience as head of digital marketing for E-Web Marketing and
SavvySME.
Blogger then turned YouTuber, she has built a community of
14M+ subscribers on her YouTube channel earning her multiple accolades including “Top
Subscribed YouTube Channel in Australia 2019”, “Winner of AACTA 2019 Best Online
Entertainment Award”, and nominated for “Best YouTuber of the Year 12th Annual Shorty
Awards 2020” and “Best International YouTuber 7th Annual Streamy Awards”.
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TORE BLYSTAD

[ CREATIVE DIRECTOR ] LinkedIn

Tore is a passionate maker of AAA games and has spent his career
working on them in different capacities.
He started his career as one of the original artists at Funcom, the
first Norwegian game studio. He moved to Denmark and directed
several Hitman games at IO Interactive before moving to China to
start a co-development game studio.
He later moved to California to join Crystal Dynamics as Performance
director on Rise of the Tomb Raider and later Creative Director on Marvel’s Avengers and its
live service.
Tore is highly versed in game production across all creative disciplines and over the
complete life cycle of projects including, game design, art direction, narrative development,
cinematics, quality control, and franchise development. He got into Blockchain development
to be on the leading edge of the games industry and is passionate to solve the challenge of
creating a AAA blockchain game.

LIAM WICKHAM

[ LEAD PRODUCER ]

LinkedIn

Liam has a track record in strategic leadership, programme delivery
and PC/console/mobile game production. He is experienced and
accredited across Lean, Agile, stage-gated and hybrid development
methodologies, but remains a fun guy despite that.
He volunteered to run a free MUD for 5 years, DM’d D&D when it still
had a basic version, then slowly faced the dawning truth that he
cannot beat teenagers at online shooters. He has over 300 games in
his Steam library.
He has given his all at Sony PlayStation, Sumo Digital, Jagex, Wargaming and Avakin Life,
but brings valuable experience from outside the games industry too. He occasionally writes
articles and hosts podcast interviews at his passion project, game-production.com.
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GIDEON GYABAAH

[ GAME TECHNICAL DIRECTOR ]

LinkedIn

Gideon has over 12 years in the game industry, with core online and
networking experience on AAA titles such as Rainbow Six Siege
and For Honor at Ubisoft. He also previous worked as the Technical
Director at BioWare. He started programming at the age of 10 and has
had a passion for game development since the age of 8 when he first
saw Mario run across the screen.
A polyvalent game programmer, he has touched on every aspect of
game engineering over the past decade including developing his
own game engine, online, networking, graphics, systems, and has managed remote and
distributed game programming teams. Experienced in multiple programming languages
(such as C++, C#, Java, JavaScript, Phyton, etc…), it has allowed him to apply his programming
skills and experience in solving complex gaming problems on AAA titles, as well as non-game
related technical challenges such as motion chairs for D-Box.
He is an avid believer in blockchain tech’s great potential for gaming and has experimented
with its integration in different forms since 2016.

HALUK DIRIKER

[ DESIGN DIRECTOR ]

LinkedIn

Haluk has over 25 years of software development experience, with
16 years of it in game design. Over the years, he has worked in all
areas of game design, including Concept, Combat, Level, Systems,
and Economy.
Haluk has developed AAA, indie and mobile games, but his focus has
primarily been PC and Console. An avid gamer himself, he personally
prefers Action and Strategy genres, especially games with complex
gameplay.
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EMMANUEL ALZAGA

[ ART LEAD ]

LinkedIn

Emmanuel has a diverse background in the creative industry. He
began as a cartoonist for a newspaper publication which then transitioned to becoming a photographer and graphic artist for an ad
agency. He then further developed his 3D skills working for a worldclass theme park as part of the Creative Team and was the head of
several in-house TV commercials. Eventually, he achieved his childhood dream of creating a video game fulfilled by the opportunity to
work for several video game companies. He became a VP of Creative
for a company that provides services for video game and toy companies. Emman is also an
avid toy designer himself.
He has mentored artists in the AAA video game industry who are now part of the awesome
Nyan Heroes Team. Blockchain gaming is now the next part of his career. Emman is excited to
apply his expertise in this project and believes this is the next phase of the gaming industry.

NAYEF ZARROUR

[ WEB3 OPERATIONS LEAD ]

LinkedIn

Nayef has spent over a decade in the web2 startup space as a
founding member, lead, or advisor to companies in the tech, AI,
finance, wellness, and retail spaces. He’s worked with and led tech
teams from inception to product-market fit to scale and has helped
raise more than $40MM for them combined.
In addition to his startup experience, he served for three years in
KPMG’s

Management

Consulting

practice

reorganizing

and

transforming Fortune 100 companies’ operations and finance departments with the goal of
improving efficiency and scale.
Nayef has been an investor in the crypto and Web3 space since 2017 and is a firm believer in
its ability to help revolutionize fairness, transparency, and ownership throughout many parts
of modern society - especially gaming.
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[ J O I N T H E N YA N A R M Y ]
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